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ABSTRACT

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) such as GPTs have been re-

vealed to be biased towards certain target classes because of the

prompt and the model’s intrinsic biases. In contrast to the fully

supervised scenario where there are a large number of costly la-

beled samples that can be used to fine-tune model parameters to

correct for biases, there are no labeled samples available for the

zero-shot setting. We argue that a key to calibrating the biases of

a PLM on a target task in zero-shot setting lies in detecting and

estimating the biases, which remains a challenge. In this paper, we

first construct probing samples with the randomly generated token

sequences, which are simple but effective in detecting inputs for

stimulating GPTs to show the biases; and we pursue an in-depth

research on the plausibility of utilizing class scores for the probing

samples to reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream

target task. Furtherly, in order to effectively utilize the probing

samples and thus reduce negative effects of the biases of GPTs, we

propose a lightweight model Calibration Adapter (CA) along with

a self-guided training strategy that carries out distribution-level

optimization, which enables us to take advantage of the probing

samples to fine-tune and select only the proposed CA, respectively,

while keeping the PLM encoder frozen. To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of our study, we have conducted extensive experiments,

where the results indicate that the calibration ability acquired by CA

on the probing samples can be successfully transferred to reduce

negative effects of the biases of GPTs on a downstream target task,
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and our approach can yield better performance than state-of-the-art

(SOTA) models in zero-shot settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Benefiting from the development of the prompt-learning technique

[3, 20, 25], large-scale pre-trained language models (PLMs), such

as GPT2 [22] and GPT3 [3], have achieved impressive zero-shot

performance on various natural language understanding tasks [2,

24, 34]. Nonetheless, contextual calibration (CC) [39] has revealed

that GPTs [3, 22] are biased towards certain target classes because

of the prompt and the model’s intrinsic biases, which prevents

GPTs from achieving better zero-shot performance. For example,

as shown in the Fig. 1(a), for the classes Somewhat Negative (ID: 2)

and Somewhat Positive (ID: 4), the false positive rates are both 0.0%;

that is to say, there are no samples from other categories that are

falsely classified into the class Somewhat Negative or Somewhat

Positive by GPT2 (125M). Meanwhile, there are 7.6%, 32.4% and

48.0% samples from other categories that are falsely classified into

the classes Very Negative (ID: 1), Neutral (ID: 3) and Very Positive

(ID: 5) by GPT2 (125M) respectively. Therefore, we argue that GPT2

(125M) shows biases towards the classes Very Negative, Neutral

and Very Positive on the test set of SST5 dataset [28] in zero-shot

settings. Fig. 1(b), Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) illustrate the biases of GPT2

(350M), GPT2 (760M) and GPT2 (1.6B) respectively. In order to cope

with the biases and boost zero-shot performance of GPTs, existing
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Figure 1: Illustration of the false positive rate (FPR) for each

class predicted by GPT2 of different size on the test set of

SST5 dataset [28] in zero-shot settings. Class ID 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 represent the class Very Negative, Somewhat Negative,

Neutral, Somewhat Positive and Very Positive respectively;

the number of samples belonging to each class is 279, 633,

389, 510 and 399 respectively. Multiclass data are treated as if

binarized under a one-vs-rest transformation. Table 1 shows

the prompt template used for SST5 dataset.

researches [12, 16, 39] have demonstrated that calibrating output

probabilities of GPTs is an effective technical method.

Intuitively, contextual calibration (CC) [39] proposes that, for

a łcontent-freež sample, such as N/A, [MASK], the empty string,

etc., ideally GPTs should score it equally over the target classes;

consequently, CC argues that, when feeding in a content-free input,

the biases towards certain classes can be reflected and estimated by

the actual class scores. For example, when feeding in the content-

free sample N/A, GPT2 (125M) should score it as 0.2 Very Negative,

0.2 Somewhat Negative, 0.2 Neutral, 0.2 Somewhat Positive and

0.2 Very Positive (over the class set of SST5 dataset1) in an ideal

non-biased situation; but, actually, GPT2 (125M) scores N/A as

0.052 Very Negative, 0.007 Somewhat Negative, 0.890 Neutral, 0.002

Somewhat Positive and 0.049 Very Positive. The class Neutral gets

the highest score 0.890, indicating that the content-free sample N/A

stimulates GPT2 (125M) to show the bias towards the class Neutral;

and the actual class scores are considered to be able to reflect and

estimate the biases towards corresponding classes of GPTs.

Contextual calibration (CC) [39] shines a light on how to exploit

content-free samples to gain calibration ability. For each content-

free sample, CC proposes to compute a corresponding affine trans-

form [10, 21] to make the class scores uniform, and then averages

the parameters of these learned affine transforms to obtain a final

affine transform; the final affine transform model is transfered to

calibrate the output probabilities of GPTs on a downstream target

task, see Zhao et al. [39] for more details. However, it is important to

note that the class scores are contextual: different inputs will lead to

different class scores. CC only exploits a few number of content-free

samples, e.g. three samples, which is too few to correctly reflect the

distribution of content-free data, nor to stimulate GPTs to show all

the same biases as GPTs show on a downstream target task. For in-

stance, the three content-free samples (N/A, [MASK] and the empty

string) employed by CC are all classified into the class Neutral of

SST5 dataset 2 by GPT2 (125M) in zero-shot settings; this result can

not reflect the biases towards the other classes (Very Negative and

Very Positive) of GPT2 (125M) on the test set of SST5, as shown

1The content-free sample shares the same prompt with SST5 dataset.
2As a target task, SST5 shares the same prompt with these content-free samples.

in the Fig. 1(a). Thereby how to detect and estimate the biases of

PLMs remains a challenge. In addition, the small sample size can

easily result in overfitting the training data and underfitting the

testing data; and furthermore, we argue that the method of averag-

ing the parameters of multiple affine transforms causes CC to have

less access to good generalization ability and strong transferability,

which both restrict CC from reaching its full potential. As will be

shown in Fig. 6, for each unseen content-free sample, CC tries to

make the corresponding class scores uniform but achieves much

less success than the model (namely CA) proposed in this paper.

More comparisons between calibration performance of different

models will be shown in Section 5.

In order to overcome the aforementioned flaws, we first con-

struct probing samples with the randomly generated token se-

quences instead of some manually selected special tokens (e.g. N/A

or [MASK]), and these token sequences can be decoded from ran-

domly sampled token ID sequences (Section 3 will show more

details); in this way, we can easily obtain a large number of probing

samples at low cost, and they are naturally content-free. These

constructed probing samples are simple but effective in detecting

inputs for stimulating GPTs to show the biases, and we pursue

an in-depth research on the plausibility of utilizing class scores

for the probing samples to reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs

on a downstream target task. Furtherly, to effectively utilize the

probing samples and thus reduce negative effects of the biases of

GPTs, we propose a novel model Calibration Adapter (CA), which

consists of multiple channels corresponding to the target classes

respectively. Each channel of CA is designed to estimate the bias

towards corresponding class when feeding in an input, and then the

actual class scores for the input are corrected by being subtracted

from the corresponding bias estimations respectively. Inspired by

CC and considering the content-free nature of the probing samples,

we propose a self-guided training strategy to carry out distribution-

level optimization that aims to make the class scores for probing

samples uniform, which enables us to take advantage of the probing

samples to fine-tune and select only the proposed CA, respectively,

while keeping the PLM encoder frozen. Therefore, our model is

lightweight (e.g. 6.3M tunable adapter parameters for SST2 [28]

task) as fine-tuning only updates the parameters of CA and the

overall model footprint is reduced since several tasks can share

a common PLM encoder as backbone. To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of our study, we have conducted extensive experiments,

where the results indicate that the calibration ability acquired by

CA on the probing samples can be successfully transfered to re-

duce negative effects of the biases of GPTs on a downstream target

task, and our approach can yield new state-of-the-art performance

consistently in zero-shot settings. We will detail our methodology

formally in the Section 3 and Section 4.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• In this paper, we first construct probing samples with the

randomly generated token sequences, which are simple but

effective in detecting inputs for stimulating GPTs to show the

biases; andwe pursue an in-depth research on the plausibility

of utilizing class scores for the probing samples to reflect and

estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream target task.
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• We propose a lightweight model Calibration Adapter (CA)

alongwith a self-guided strategy that carries out distribution-

level optimization, which enables us to take advantage of the

probing samples to fine-tune and select only the proposed

CA, respectively, while keeping the PLM encoder frozen.

• We conduct extensive validation experiments and analyti-

cal studies, and the results demonstrate the rationality and

superiority of our research.

2 RELATEDWORK

Prompt Learning. Originated from GPT3 [3] and LAMA [19, 20],

a series of studies [7, 8, 13, 25, 30] stimulate the knowledge of PLMs

that benefits downstreamNLP tasks by leveraging natural-language

prompts to formalize downstream tasks as language modeling prob-

lems, and show that such prompts induce better performances for

PLMs on few-shot [15, 17, 26, 27] and zero-shot settings [23, 31, 34ś

36]. Inspired by this, a new paradigm known as prompt-based

learning or prompt-learning has been introduced, which follows

the łpre-train, prompt, and predictž process [18]. For instance, to

identify the sentiment of a sentence: łA very funny movie.ž, we can

condition GPT3 on a prompt such as:

łExcellent acting and direction.ž has a tone that is positive

łIt’s just incredibly dull.ž has a tone that is negative

łA very funny movie.ž has a tone that is

where the first two lines are two training examples and the last line

is the test example (there are no training examples in the zero-shot

setting.). The model makes predictions based on which one is more

likely to be the subsequent token, łpositivež or łnegativež.

Calibrating Biases of PLMs. Calibration [9, 18] refers to the abil-

ity of a model to make good probabilistic predictions. Contextual

calibration (CC) [39] has revealed that GPTs are biased towards

certain target classes in zero-shot settings because of the prompt

and the model’s intrinsic biases, and proposes to utilize content-free

samples to train and obtain a calibration model; then CC transfers

the learned calibration model to calibrate three forms of bias: ma-

jority label bias, recency bias, and common token bias. However,

as the detailed analysis in Section 1, CC can not consumes the

content-free data effectively and reasonably, which restricts CC

from reaching its full potential. Holtzman et al. [12] argues that

all surface forms of a same object will compete for finite probabil-

ity mass, and a rare surface form will be assigned a much lower

probability than a common one. Therefore PMIDC [12] is proposed

to compensate for common token bias by directly factoring out

the probability of each answer (such as each class of a target task).

Due to the property of causal language models (e.g. GPTs) and the

rarity of many possible answers, the unconditional probability of

such answers is poorly calibrated for the purposes of a given task;

consequently, PMIDC uses a domain premise string to estimate the

unconditional probability of an answer in a given domain. Nonethe-

less, as will be shown in Fig. 6, PMIDC falls short of making the

class scores for content-free samples uniform. We argue that the

domain premise string employed by PMIDC is selected manually,

which introduces large sampling errors and causes the inferior

calibration performance of PMIDC. ALC [16] proposes to factor

out the probability of each answer proportional to the similarity

GPT2

tokenizer

decode…

Calling random.choice to return 

token IDs:

[47212, 42389, 21522, 2146]

Calling random.choice to return 

token IDs:

[15874, 497]

Calling random.choice to return 

token IDs:

[12280, 22383, 41719, 43105, 

13968, 14214, 10234, 46791]

…

Decoded Sequence:

Healer leveraging Produ mor

Decoded Sequence:

varying ne

Decoded Sequence:

Poly jersey buzzing firefighter 

embodSurTF unmarked

Figure 2: Construction procedure of probing samples.

between a premise and a hand-picked neutral context, and thus cal-

ibrate context-independent biases; however, similar to PMIDC, the

performance of ALC is also constrained by the manually-selected

neutral context. In this paper, we focus on reducing negative effects

of the biases of GPTs and boosting the zero-shot performance by

calibrating output probabilities of GPTs in prompt-learning.

Transferability of Calibration Ability. In deep learning, transfer-

ability is corresponding to the ability of deep neural networks to

extract transferable knowledge from some source tasks and then

adapt the gained knowledge to improve learning in related target

tasks [1, 14, 37, 40, 41]. In this paper, we fine-tune and select our

model calibration adapter (CA) by exploiting the constructed prob-

ing samples (the source domain), and enable CA to acquire the

calibration ability; then we transfer CA to reduce negative effects

of biases of PLMs and achieve better zero-shot performance on

downstream target tasks (the target domains).

3 PROBING SAMPLE

3.1 Constructing Probing Samples

Probing samples are designed to stimulate GPTs to show the bi-

ases in zero-shot settings. In this paper, we first construct probing

samples with randomly generated token sequences instead of some

manually selected special tokens. Specifically, to generate a probing

sample, we can call the function numpy.random.choice 3 to ran-

domly sample a certain number of token IDs from a given integer

range, such as the range [0, 𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) 4, and then we decode

the token ID sequence into a token sequence; the decoded token

sequence is taken as a probing sample. In this way, we can easily

obtain a large number of probing samples at low cost, and they

are naturally content-free. The construction procedure and some

generated probing samples are depicted in Fig. 2.

3.2 Plausibility of the Probing Samples

In this subsection, we pursue an in-depth research on the plausi-

bility of utilizing class scores for the generated probing samples to

reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream target task.

Ideally, given the content-free nature of probing samples, GPTs

should score each probing sample equally over the target class set.

For comparison, we report the actual prediction made by GPT2

for some probing samples in Fig. 3. In this case, we set the lengths

of randomly sampled token ID sequences to 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10

3numpy.org/doc/stable/reference/random/generated/numpy.random.choice.html
4The value of 𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 depends on the language model employed, e.g.,
𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 of GPT2 is 50257.
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Figure 3: For each subplot, Top: illustration of proportions

of probing samples that are classified into each class of SST5

dataset by GPT2 in zero-shot settings; Bottom: illustration

of the distributions of the corresponding class probabilities

of the probing samples that are classified into each class of

SST5 dataset by GPT2 in zero-shot settings. Class ID 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 represent the class Very Negative, Somewhat Negative,

Neutral, Somewhat Positive and Very Positive respectively.

respectively, and for each length of token ID sequence, we generate

100 samples. All 600 randomly generated token ID sequences are

decoded into the probing samples used here. Fig. 3 shows that, when

feeding in probing samples 5, the biases of GPT2 of different size

basically coincide with the biases shown in Fig. 1 respectively. For

example, as shown in Fig. 3(a) (top), there are no probing samples

that are classified into the class Somewhat Negative (ID: 2) or Some-

what Positive (ID: 4) by GPT2 (125M), and there are 9.8%, 78.0%

and 12.2% probing samples that are classified into the classes Very

Negative (ID: 1), Neutral (ID: 3) and Very Positive (ID: 5) by GPT2

(125M) respectively; meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 3(a) (bottom),

GPT2 (125M) presents high certainties (0.2 in an ideal non-biased

situation) for its predictions. In other words, by feeding in probing

samples, GPT2 (125M) shows the biases towards the classes: Very

Negative, Neutral and Very Positive; which are consistent with the

biases of GPT2 (125M) shown in Fig. 1(a). More illustrations about

GPT2 of other sizes are shown in the corresponding subplots of

Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 respectively. Therefore, we argue that it is reason-

able to take advantage of the class scores for probing samples to

reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream target

task.

4 CALIBRATION ADAPTER

In order to effectively utilize the probing samples and thus reduce

negative effects of the biases of GPTs, we propose a novel model

Calibration Adapter (CA) along with a self-guided training strategy.

CA consists of multiple channels corresponding to the target classes

respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, each channel of CA is designed to

estimate the bias towards corresponding class when feeding in an

input, and then the actual class scores for the input are calibrated

by being subtracted from the corresponding bias estimations re-

spectively. We will present a single channel of CA in Section 4.2,

which is simply extended according to the number of classes of the

5They share the same prompt template (shown in Table 1) with SST5 dataset.

target task. The self-guided training strategy and the transfer of

CA will be described in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively.

4.1 Normalized Class Probability Generation
Given a text classification task and the prompt template 𝑇 used for
the task, we wrap a text sequence 𝑥 , e.g., a probing sample (during
training phase) or a test sample (during transfer phase), into the
prompt template 𝑇 to form a new text sequence 𝑇 (𝑥), serving as
the input to the employed language model. The class set of the
text classification task is notated as 𝑌 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, ..., 𝑦𝑛}, where 𝑛
stands for the number of the classes. When feeding in an input𝑇 (𝑥),
language models (LMs) can compute a class probability distribution
P = [𝑝1, 𝑝2, ..., 𝑝𝑛] over the class set 𝑌 :

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑇 (𝑥 ) ) (1)

where 𝑝𝑖 is associated with the class label 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]; and LMs
classify the sample 𝑥 into the class with the highest probability:

argmax
𝑖

𝑝𝑖 (2)

As causal language models, GPTs decompose the class probability
as:

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑇 (𝑥 ) )

=

𝑡𝑖∏

𝑗=1

𝑝 (𝑦
𝑗
𝑖
|𝑇 (𝑥 ), 𝑦1𝑖 , ..., 𝑦

𝑗−1
𝑖

)
(3)

where 𝑦
𝑗
𝑖 is the 𝑗 th token of 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 is the number of tokens in 𝑦𝑖 .

Whereafter, the class probability distribution P = [𝑝1, 𝑝2, ..., 𝑝𝑛]
predicted by the employed language model is renormalized to one:

𝑝𝑖 =
𝑝𝑖∑
𝑗 𝑝 𝑗

(4)

the normalized class probability distribution is fed into CA as

input, and does not require gradient during training phase.

4.2 Channel of CA
4.2.1 Bias Feature Generation. As shown in Fig. 4, the normalized
class probabilities P for the sample 𝑥 are filled to the diagonals of a
diagonal matrix, namely diag(P); then CA projects the class proba-
bilities into the bias feature space through a linear transformation:

[ ®𝑓1, ®𝑓2, ..., ®𝑓𝑛 ] = diag(P)W1 + ®𝑏1 (5)

where W1 ∈ R𝑛×𝑑1 and ®𝑏1 ∈ R𝑑1 are the trainable parameters of

the linear transformation, 𝑑1 is the potentially different transfor-

mation size; the bias feature ®𝑓𝑖 is associated with the class label 𝑦𝑖 .

In order to estimate the bias towards 𝑦𝑖 , the bias feature ®𝑓𝑖 is fed as

input into the channel of CA that corresponds to the class 𝑦𝑖 .

4.2.2 Estimating the Biases. A channel of CA consists of a fully
connected layer and a linear regression with an activation (Act)
[11] and a Dropout (Drop) [29] in between:

®ℎ𝑖 = Drop(Act( ®𝑓𝑖W
𝑖
2 +

®𝑏𝑖2 )

𝑠𝑖 = ®ℎ𝑖 ®𝑤
𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖

(6)

where W𝑖
2 ∈ R𝑑1×𝑑2 and ®𝑏𝑖2 ∈ R𝑑2 are the trainable parameters of

the fully connected layer, which enables CA with a larger model

capacity to ensure excellent transferability of model representation

capabilities, and 𝑑2 is the potentially different transformation size;

®𝑤𝑖 ∈ R𝑑2 and 𝜖𝑖 ∈ R are the trainable parameters of the linear

regression, which obtains the bias estimation 𝑠𝑖 corresponding to

the class 𝑦𝑖 .
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<latexit sha1_base64="QkqvrBNXL9S7GewfFhL7eEhirGQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLTgJBEJz1iesL9ehlIjHxRHaVqCcl8eIREnkksCGzQwMTZh+Z6VWQ8AVe9e7NePUX/AqvfonDwkHBSjqpVHWnu8uPpdDoOF/W0vLK6tp6ZsPe3Nre2c3u7Vd1lCgOFR7JSNV9pkGKECooUEI9VsACX0LN799M/No9KC2i8A6HMXgB64aiIzhDI5UHrWzOyTsp6CJxZyR3/XmWotTKfjfbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0Rkyh4BLGdjPREDPeZ11oGBqyALQ3Sg8d02OjtGknUqZCpKn6e2LEAq2HgW86A4Y9Pe9NxP+8RoKdS28kwjhBCPl0USeRFCM6+Zq2hQKOcmgI40qYWynvMcU4mmzsJsIAH0Qbe9Qt8MA2objzESyS6mnePc8Xyk6ueEWmyJBDckROiEsuSJHckhKpEE6APJFn8mI9Wq/Wm/U+bV2yZjMH5A+sjx/dIJUx</latexit>

x

Templete     :  “    ” has a tone that is
<latexit sha1_base64="QkqvrBNXL9S7GewfFhL7eEhirGQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLTgJBEJz1iesL9ehlIjHxRHaVqCcl8eIREnkksCGzQwMTZh+Z6VWQ8AVe9e7NePUX/AqvfonDwkHBSjqpVHWnu8uPpdDoOF/W0vLK6tp6ZsPe3Nre2c3u7Vd1lCgOFR7JSNV9pkGKECooUEI9VsACX0LN799M/No9KC2i8A6HMXgB64aiIzhDI5UHrWzOyTsp6CJxZyR3/XmWotTKfjfbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0Rkyh4BLGdjPREDPeZ11oGBqyALQ3Sg8d02OjtGknUqZCpKn6e2LEAq2HgW86A4Y9Pe9NxP+8RoKdS28kwjhBCPl0USeRFCM6+Zq2hQKOcmgI40qYWynvMcU4mmzsJsIAH0Qbe9Qt8MA2objzESyS6mnePc8Xyk6ueEWmyJBDckROiEsuSJHckhKpEE6APJFn8mI9Wq/Wm/U+bV2yZjMH5A+sjx/dIJUx</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="/qQqwf4h4IW/Cs/wyuOC9QnjncI=">AAAB+HicbVDLTgJBEJz1iesL9ehlIjHxRHaVqCcl8eIREl4JbMjs0MCE2UdmelUkfIFXvXszXv0Fv8KrX+KwcFCwkk4qVd3p7vJjKTQ6zpe1tLyyurae2bA3t7Z3drN7+zUdJYpDlUcyUg2faZAihCoKlNCIFbDAl1D3BzcTv34HSosorOAwBi9gvVB0BWdopHKlnc05eScFXSTujOSuP89SlNrZ71Yn4kkAIXLJtG66TozeiCkUXMLYbiUaYsYHrAdNQ0MWgPZG6aFjemyUDu1GylSINFV/T4xYoPUw8E1nwLCv572J+J/XTLB76Y1EGCcIIZ8u6iaSYkQnX9OOUMBRDg1hXAlzK+V9phhHk43dQnjAe9HBPnULPLBNKO58BIukdpp3z/OFspMrXpEpMuSQHJET4pILUiS3pESqhBMgT+SZvFiP1qv1Zr1PW5es2cwB+QPr4wekUJUN</latexit>

T

Input:    
<latexit sha1_base64="j+11F9KYJRTPRO9FjlJMz8bquSA=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO2JWxy3qEdBGoMQL2FGgnqSgBePEbJBMoSenp6kSc9Cd40mDPkFry5Xb+LVj/Hql9iT5KCJDwoe71VRVc+NBVdgWV9GbmV1bX0jv2lube/s7hX2D5oqSiRlDRqJSLZdopjgIWsAB8HasWQkcAVrucObzG/dM6l4FNZhHDMnIP2Q+5wSyKR6aXTWKxStsjUFXib2nBSrxy8ZXmu9wnfXi2gSsBCoIEp1bCsGJyUSOBVsYnYTxWJCh6TPOpqGJGDKSae3TvCpVjzsR1JXCHiq/p5ISaDUOHB1Z0BgoBa9TPzP6yTgXzkpD+MEWEhni/xEYIhw9jj2uGQUxFgTQiXXt2I6IJJQ0PGYXWAjeOAeDLBdoYGpQ7EXI1gmzfOyfVGu3Ol0rtEMeXSETlAJ2egSVdEtqqEGomiAHtETejYmxpvxbnzMWnPGfOYQ/YHx+QPGrpe1</latexit>

T (x)

… …

… …

GPT (Frozen)

<latexit sha1_base64="hDrCASb878tIpwXIvaa4TthV7zU=">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</latexit>













p1 0 0 0 0

0 p2 0 0 0

0 0 p3 0 0

0 0 0 p4 0

0 0 0 0 p5













very positive

positive

neutral

negative

very negative

<latexit sha1_base64="h6QAra6nqlNPxYDxmDyAik1QpkE=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7g+ErWwsBkMglXYlaAWIgEby4jmAckSZmdnkyGzD2buqmHNJ9hqbyeW+jO2gm2+wcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu997ix4Aos69PILCwuLa9kV8219Y3NXH5ru6aiRFJWpZGIZMMligkesipwEKwRS0YCV7C627sY+fVbJhWPwhvox8wJSCfkPqcEtHQdt+12vmAVrTHwPLGnpFDeHQ5zZ+/flXb+q+VFNAlYCFQQpZq2FYOTEgmcCjYwW4liMaE90mFNTUMSMOWk41MH+EArHvYjqSsEPFZ/T6QkUKofuLozINBVs95I/M9rJuCfOikP4wRYSCeL/ERgiPDob+xxySiIviaESq5vxbRLJKGg0zFbwO7hjnvQxXaJBqYOxZ6NYJ7Ujor2cbF0pdM5RxNk0R7aR4fIRieojC5RBVURRR30iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtukNWNMZ3bQHxgfP6IHl68=</latexit>

p1
<latexit sha1_base64="Sge7NpGWhQxVhEnO1O0KR2AnrHs=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7IaiFSMDGMqJ5QLKE2dnZZMjsg5m7aljzCbba24ml/oytYJtvcPIoNPHAhcM593LvPW4suALL+jQWFpeWV1Yza+b6xuZWNre9U1NRIimr0khEsuESxQQPWRU4CNaIJSOBK1jd7V2M/Potk4pH4Q30Y+YEpBNyn1MCWrqO28V2Lm8VrDHwPLGnJF/eGw6zZ+/flXbuq+VFNAlYCFQQpZq2FYOTEgmcCjYwW4liMaE90mFNTUMSMOWk41MH+FArHvYjqSsEPFZ/T6QkUKofuLozINBVs95I/M9rJuCfOikP4wRYSCeL/ERgiPDob+xxySiIviaESq5vxbRLJKGg0zFbwO7hjnvQxXaJBqYOxZ6NYJ7UigX7uFC60umcowkyaB8doCNkoxNURpeogqqIog56RE/o2XgwXoxX423SumBMZ3bRHxgfP6Obl7A=</latexit>

p2
<latexit sha1_base64="ookCrfKek2qcVpMkje19tOh/fmc=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7GtRCJGBjGdE8IFnC7OxsMmT2wcxdNaz5BFvt7cRSf8ZWsM03OHkUmnjgwuGce7n3HjcWXIFlfRpz8wuLS8uZFXN1bX0jm9vcqqookZRVaCQiWXeJYoKHrAIcBKvHkpHAFazmdi+Gfu2WScWj8AZ6MXMC0g65zykBLV3HraNWLm8VrBHwLLEnJF/aGQyyZ+/f5Vbuq+lFNAlYCFQQpRq2FYOTEgmcCtY3m4liMaFd0mYNTUMSMOWko1P7eF8rHvYjqSsEPFJ/T6QkUKoXuLozINBR095Q/M9rJOCfOikP4wRYSMeL/ERgiPDwb+xxySiIniaESq5vxbRDJKGg0zGbwO7hjnvQwXaRBqYOxZ6OYJZUDwv2caF4pdM5R2Nk0C7aQwfIRieohC5RGVUQRW30iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtu4dc6YzGyjPzA+fgClL5ex</latexit>

p3
<latexit sha1_base64="bLZsmjhdrTIzBSwJIgRAJr/BqOo=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7g+ErWwsBkMglXYlaAWIgEby4jmAckSZmdnkyGzD2buqmHNJ9hqbyeW+jO2gm2+wcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu997ix4Aos69PILCwuLa9kV8219Y3NXH5ru6aiRFJWpZGIZMMligkesipwEKwRS0YCV7C627sY+fVbJhWPwhvox8wJSCfkPqcEtHQdt0vtfMEqWmPgeWJPSaG8Oxzmzt6/K+38V8uLaBKwEKggSjVtKwYnJRI4FWxgthLFYkJ7pMOamoYkYMpJx6cO8IFWPOxHUlcIeKz+nkhJoFQ/cHVnQKCrZr2R+J/XTMA/dVIexgmwkE4W+YnAEOHR39jjklEQfU0IlVzfimmXSEJBp2O2gN3DHfegi+0SDUwdij0bwTypHRXt42LpSqdzjibIoj20jw6RjU5QGV2iCqoiijroET2hZ+PBeDFejbdJa8aYzuygPzA+fgCmw5ey</latexit>

p4
<latexit sha1_base64="0mWbUOWv2GNR0JeRuo9mpMYH7A4=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7Eh+FSMDGMqJ5QLKE2dnZZMjsg5m7aljzCbba24ml/oytYJtvcPIoNPHAhcM593LvPW4suALL+jTm5hcWl5YzK+bq2vpGNre5VVVRIimr0EhEsu4SxQQPWQU4CFaPJSOBK1jN7V4M/dotk4pH4Q30YuYEpB1yn1MCWrqOW0etXN4qWCPgWWJPSL60Mxhkz96/y63cV9OLaBKwEKggSjVsKwYnJRI4FaxvNhPFYkK7pM0amoYkYMpJR6f28b5WPOxHUlcIeKT+nkhJoFQvcHVnQKCjpr2h+J/XSMA/dVIexgmwkI4X+YnAEOHh39jjklEQPU0IlVzfimmHSEJBp2M2gd3DHfegg+0iDUwdij0dwSypHhbs40LxSqdzjsbIoF20hw6QjU5QCV2iMqogitroET2hZ+PBeDFejbdx65wxmdlGf2B8/ACoV5ez</latexit>

p5

Class Scores:

Norm

<latexit sha1_base64="h6QAra6nqlNPxYDxmDyAik1QpkE=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7g+ErWwsBkMglXYlaAWIgEby4jmAckSZmdnkyGzD2buqmHNJ9hqbyeW+jO2gm2+wcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu997ix4Aos69PILCwuLa9kV8219Y3NXH5ru6aiRFJWpZGIZMMligkesipwEKwRS0YCV7C627sY+fVbJhWPwhvox8wJSCfkPqcEtHQdt+12vmAVrTHwPLGnpFDeHQ5zZ+/flXb+q+VFNAlYCFQQpZq2FYOTEgmcCjYwW4liMaE90mFNTUMSMOWk41MH+EArHvYjqSsEPFZ/T6QkUKofuLozINBVs95I/M9rJuCfOikP4wRYSCeL/ERgiPDob+xxySiIviaESq5vxbRLJKGg0zFbwO7hjnvQxXaJBqYOxZ6NYJ7Ujor2cbF0pdM5RxNk0R7aR4fIRieojC5RBVURRR30iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtukNWNMZ3bQHxgfP6IHl68=</latexit>

p1
<latexit sha1_base64="Sge7NpGWhQxVhEnO1O0KR2AnrHs=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7IaiFSMDGMqJ5QLKE2dnZZMjsg5m7aljzCbba24ml/oytYJtvcPIoNPHAhcM593LvPW4suALL+jQWFpeWV1Yza+b6xuZWNre9U1NRIimr0khEsuESxQQPWRU4CNaIJSOBK1jd7V2M/Potk4pH4Q30Y+YEpBNyn1MCWrqO28V2Lm8VrDHwPLGnJF/eGw6zZ+/flXbuq+VFNAlYCFQQpZq2FYOTEgmcCjYwW4liMaE90mFNTUMSMOWk41MH+FArHvYjqSsEPFZ/T6QkUKofuLozINBVs95I/M9rJuCfOikP4wRYSCeL/ERgiPDob+xxySiIviaESq5vxbRLJKGg0zFbwO7hjnvQxXaJBqYOxZ6NYJ7UigX7uFC60umcowkyaB8doCNkoxNURpeogqqIog56RE/o2XgwXoxX423SumBMZ3bRHxgfP6Obl7A=</latexit>

p2
<latexit sha1_base64="ookCrfKek2qcVpMkje19tOh/fmc=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7GtRCJGBjGdE8IFnC7OxsMmT2wcxdNaz5BFvt7cRSf8ZWsM03OHkUmnjgwuGce7n3HjcWXIFlfRpz8wuLS8uZFXN1bX0jm9vcqqookZRVaCQiWXeJYoKHrAIcBKvHkpHAFazmdi+Gfu2WScWj8AZ6MXMC0g65zykBLV3HraNWLm8VrBHwLLEnJF/aGQyyZ+/f5Vbuq+lFNAlYCFQQpRq2FYOTEgmcCtY3m4liMaFd0mYNTUMSMOWko1P7eF8rHvYjqSsEPFJ/T6QkUKoXuLozINBR095Q/M9rJOCfOikP4wRYSMeL/ERgiPDwb+xxySiIniaESq5vxbRDJKGg0zGbwO7hjnvQwXaRBqYOxZ6OYJZUDwv2caF4pdM5R2Nk0C7aQwfIRieohC5RGVUQRW30iJ7Qs/FgvBivxtu4dc6YzGyjPzA+fgClL5ex</latexit>

p3
<latexit sha1_base64="bLZsmjhdrTIzBSwJIgRAJr/BqOo=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7g+ErWwsBkMglXYlaAWIgEby4jmAckSZmdnkyGzD2buqmHNJ9hqbyeW+jO2gm2+wcmj0MQDFw7n3Mu997ix4Aos69PILCwuLa9kV8219Y3NXH5ru6aiRFJWpZGIZMMligkesipwEKwRS0YCV7C627sY+fVbJhWPwhvox8wJSCfkPqcEtHQdt0vtfMEqWmPgeWJPSaG8Oxzmzt6/K+38V8uLaBKwEKggSjVtKwYnJRI4FWxgthLFYkJ7pMOamoYkYMpJx6cO8IFWPOxHUlcIeKz+nkhJoFQ/cHVnQKCrZr2R+J/XTMA/dVIexgmwkE4W+YnAEOHR39jjklEQfU0IlVzfimmXSEJBp2O2gN3DHfegi+0SDUwdij0bwTypHRXt42LpSqdzjibIoj20jw6RjU5QGV2iCqoiijroET2hZ+PBeDFejbdJa8aYzuygPzA+fgCmw5ey</latexit>

p4
<latexit sha1_base64="0mWbUOWv2GNR0JeRuo9mpMYH7A4=">AAAB+nicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddHohYWNoNBsAq7Eh+FSMDGMqJ5QLKE2dnZZMjsg5m7aljzCbba24ml/oytYJtvcPIoNPHAhcM593LvPW4suALL+jTm5hcWl5YzK+bq2vpGNre5VVVRIimr0EhEsu4SxQQPWQU4CFaPJSOBK1jN7V4M/dotk4pH4Q30YuYEpB1yn1MCWrqOW0etXN4qWCPgWWJPSL60Mxhkz96/y63cV9OLaBKwEKggSjVsKwYnJRI4FaxvNhPFYkK7pM0amoYkYMpJR6f28b5WPOxHUlcIeKT+nkhJoFQvcHVnQKCjpr2h+J/XSMA/dVIexgmwkI4X+YnAEOHh39jjklEQPU0IlVzfimmHSEJBp2M2gd3DHfegg+0iDUwdij0dwSypHhbs40LxSqdzjsbIoF20hw6QjU5QCV2iMqogitroET2hZ+PBeDFejbdx65wxmdlGf2B8/ACoV5ez</latexit>

p5

…

…

Linear

Channel corresponding to  “very positive”

…

Channel corresponding to  “positive”

…

Channel corresponding to  “neutral”

…

<latexit sha1_base64="zT4wRPHzcHJOeNewmvEoxzuBt1A=">AAAB/nicbVA9SwNBEN2LRuP5FbW0WQxCqnCnQa0kYGMZwXxALoS9zSZZsrt37M6pIQT8C7ba24md2PovtPWXuPkoNPHBwOO9GWbmhbHgBjzvy0ktLadXVjNr7vrG5tZ2dme3aqJEU1ahkYh0PSSGCa5YBTgIVo81IzIUrBb2L8Z+7YZpwyN1DYOYNSXpKt7hlICVakEEXDLTyua8gjcBXiT+jORK6eP826f6KLey30E7oolkCqggxjR8L4bmkGjgVLCRGySGxYT2SZc1LFXELmkOJ+eO8KFV2rgTaVsK8ET9PTEk0piBDG2nJNAz895Y/M9rJNA5aw65ihNgik4XdRKBIcLj33Gba0ZBDCwhVHN7K6Y9ogkFm5AbALuDW96GHvaLVLo2FH8+gkVSPSr4J4XilZ8rnaMpMmgfHaA88tEpKqFLVEYVRFEfPaBH9OTcO8/Oi/M6bU05s5k99AfO+w9BkpkM</latexit>

⊗

Channel corresponding to  “negative”

…

Channel corresponding to  “very negative”

… …

Linear

…

Act Drop Regression

<latexit sha1_base64="qUS7RRaixRKBpO/zWECFuDSLpvs=">AAAB/nicbVA9SwNBEN2LRmP8ilraLAYhVbjToFYSsLGMYD4gOcLeZi9Zsrt37M6pIQT8C7ba24md2PovtPWXuPkoNPHBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz3y0ktLadXVjNr2fWNza3t3M5uzUSJpqxKIxHpRkAME1yxKnAQrBFrRmQgWD3oX4z9+g3ThkfqGgYx8yXpKh5ySsBK9VYkuUpMO5d3i+4EeJF4M5Ivp48Lb5/qo9LOfbc6EU0kU0AFMabpuTH4Q6KBU8FG2VZiWExon3RZ01JFJDP+cHLuCB9apYPDSNtSgCfq74khkcYMZGA7JYGemffG4n9eM4HwzB9yFSfAFJ0uChOBIcLj33GHa0ZBDCwhVHN7K6Y9ogkFm1C2BewObnkHetgrUZm1oXjzESyS2lHROymWrrx8+RxNkUH76AAVkIdOURldogqqIor66AE9oifn3nl2XpzXaWvKmc3soT9w3n8AUVCZFg==</latexit>

!

<latexit sha1_base64="vDIv0293pRdHPHjrQdlyMWVA2rQ=">AAACCXicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhatbSZCCZWZJcQtTIkWhgrjPJIgJDZ4QITZh+ZuYsSwhf4C7ba2xlbv8LWL3GALRQ8ySQn55ybe+d4kRQaHefLWlpeWV1bT22kN7e2d3btvf2KDmPFocxDGaqaxzRIEUAZBUqoRQqY70moev3LiV8dgNIiDO5xGEHTZ91AdARnaKSWbWdv7hr0SphMFwIO2ZadcXLOFHSRuAnJkASllv3daIc89iFALpnWddeJsDliCgWXME43Yg0R433WhbqhAfNBN0fTy8f02Cht2gmVeQHSqfp7YsR8rYe+Z5I+w56e9ybif149xs55cySCKEbzrdmiTiwphnRSA20LBRzl0BDGlTC3Ut5jinE0ZaUbCI/4INrYo26B+2lTijtfwSKp5HPuaa5wm88UL5J6UuSQHJET4pIzUiTXpETKhJMBeSYv5NV6st6sd+tjFl2ykpkD8gfW5w9GRZir</latexit>

J
S

D
i
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e
r
g
e
n
c
e

Ideal Class Scores

<latexit sha1_base64="WrqkM5TOel9PqhR2oPLCzSDuVLc=">AAACAXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nr7gajVoKMhgEq7AbglpJwMYygnlgNoTZ2UkyZHZ2mbmrhpDKX7BJob2d2PoD+gm2fomTR6GJBy4czrmXe+/xY8E1OM6XlVpaXlldS6/bG5uZre3szm5VR4mirEIjEam6TzQTXLIKcBCsHitGQl+wmt+7GPu1W6Y0j+Q19GPWDElH8janBIx04/m8EwEPmW5lc07emQAvEndGcqWD0cdnITMqt7LfXhDRJGQSqCBaN1wnhuaAKOBUsKHtJZrFhPZIhzUMlcQsaQ4mFw/xkVEC3I6UKQl4ov6eGJBQ637om86QQFfPe2PxP6+RQPusOeAyToBJOl3UTgSGCI/fxwFXjILoG0Ko4uZWTLtEEQomJNsDdg93PIAudos0tE0o7nwEi6RayLsn+eKVmyudoynSaB8domPkolNUQpeojCqIIoke0RN6th6sF+vVepu2pqzZzB76A+v9B6Taml8=</latexit>N

<latexit sha1_base64="4XLI/8u1jpnoHgY03ETCdYdwLw4=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWIQrMKdiFqIBGwsIxg/SELY28wlS3bvjt25aDjS+BdstbcTsfOf2Aq2+Q1uEgtNfDDweG+GmXl+LIVB1/1wpqZnZufmMwvZxaXlldXc2vqliRLNocwjGelrnxmQIoQyCpRwHWtgypdw5bdPB/5VB7QRUXiB3RhqijVDEQjO0Eo31Q7wNOjVvXou7xbcIegk8X5IvrjZ768ev32V6rnPaiPiiYIQuWTGVDw3xlrKNAouoZetJgZixtusCRVLQ6bA1NLhwT26Y5UGDSJtK0Q6VH9PpEwZ01W+7VQMW2bcG4j/eZUEg6NaKsI4QQj5aFGQSIoRHXxPG0IDR9m1hHEt7K2Ut5hmHG1G2SrCHd6KBraot89V1obijUcwSS73Ct5BYf/cyxdPyAgZskW2yS7xyCEpkjNSImXCiSIP5JE8OffOs/PivI5ap5yfmQ3yB877N4zPmnQ=</latexit>

~f1
<latexit sha1_base64="5VC1uwEjX2CPexTZPtbBPnrVLzA=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0sbBaDYBXugqiFSMDGMoJJlCSEvc2cWdy9O3bnouFI41+w1d5OxM5/YivY5je4SSz8ejDweG+GmXl+LIVB131zMlPTM7Nz2fncwuLS8kp+da1mokRzqPJIRvrcZwakCKGKAiWcxxqY8iXU/avjkV/vgTYiCs+wH0NLsctQBIIztNJFswc8DQbtUjtfcIvuGPQv8b5IobwxHK4cvnxU2vn3ZifiiYIQuWTGNDw3xlbKNAouYZBrJgZixq/YJTQsDZkC00rHBw/otlU6NIi0rRDpWP0+kTJlTF/5tlMx7Jrf3kj8z2skGBy0UhHGCULIJ4uCRFKM6Oh72hEaOMq+JYxrYW+lvMs042gzyjURbvBadLBLvV2ucjYU73cEf0mtVPT2irunXqF8RCbIkk2yRXaIR/ZJmZyQCqkSThS5I/fkwbl1Hp0n53nSmnG+ZtbJDzivn45jmnU=</latexit>

~f2
<latexit sha1_base64="gShufpLSQJZL1lXY7NmpTsbxYjU=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+JGphYbMYBKtwp0EtRAI2lhGMHyQh7G3mzJLdu2N3LhqONP4FW+3tROz8J7aCrb/BTWLh14OBx3szzMzzYykMuu6rk5mYnJqeyc7m5uYXFvOFpeVTEyWaQ41HMtLnPjMgRQg1FCjhPNbAlC/hzO8eDv2zHmgjovAE+zE0FbsMRSA4QytdNHrA02DQ2m4Vim7JHYH+Jd4XKVZWPz7y+8/v1VbhrdGOeKIgRC6ZMXXPjbGZMo2CSxjkGomBmPEuu4S6pSFTYJrp6OAB3bBKmwaRthUiHanfJ1KmjOkr33Yqhh3z2xuK/3n1BIO9ZirCOEEI+XhRkEiKER1+T9tCA0fZt4RxLeytlHeYZhxtRrkGwjVeiTZ2qFfmKmdD8X5H8JecbpW8nVL52CtWDsgYWbJG1skm8cguqZAjUiU1wokit+SO3Ds3zoPz6DyNWzPO18wK+QHn5ROP95p2</latexit>

~f3
<latexit sha1_base64="xO0Ekn8FzYs/tRJHFRngdnQTlyY=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8aPRC0sbBaDYBXuJKiFSMDGMoJJlCSEvc2cWdy9O3bnouFI41+w1d5OxM5/YivY5je4SSz8ejDweG+GmXl+LIVB131zpqZnZufmMwvZxaXllVx+da1mokRzqPJIRvrcZwakCKGKAiWcxxqY8iXU/avjkV/vgTYiCs+wH0NLsctQBIIztNJFswc8DQbtUjtfcIvuGPQv8b5IobwxHOYOXz4q7fx7sxPxREGIXDJjGp4bYytlGgWXMMg2EwMx41fsEhqWhkyBaaXjgwd02yodGkTaVoh0rH6fSJkypq9826kYds1vbyT+5zUSDA5aqQjjBCHkk0VBIilGdPQ97QgNHGXfEsa1sLdS3mWacbQZZZsIN3gtOtilXomrrA3F+x3BX1LbLXp7xdKpVygfkQkyZJNskR3ikX1SJiekQqqEE0XuyD15cG6dR+fJeZ60TjlfM+vkB5zXT5GLmnc=</latexit>

~f4
<latexit sha1_base64="7MTI2S+Bxsl4Q4zqtxfQ2pdmmfw=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxgfiVpY2AwGwSrsSnwUIgEbywjGB0kIs5O7ZsjM7jJzNxqWNP6CrfZ2Inb+ia1g6zc4SSx8HbhwOOde7r3Hj6Uw6LqvTmZicmp6Jjubm5tfWMwXlpZPTZRoDjUeyUif+8yAFCHUUKCE81gDU76EM797OPTPeqCNiMIT7MfQVOwyFIHgDK100egBT4NBa7tVKLoldwT6l3hfpFhZ/fjI7z+/V1uFt0Y74omCELlkxtQ9N8ZmyjQKLmGQayQGYsa77BLqloZMgWmmo4MHdMMqbRpE2laIdKR+n0iZMqavfNupGHbMb28o/ufVEwz2mqkI4wQh5ONFQSIpRnT4PW0LDRxl3xLGtbC3Ut5hmnG0GeUaCNd4JdrYoV6Zq5wNxfsdwV9yulXydkrlY69YOSBjZMkaWSebxCO7pEKOSJXUCCeK3JI7cu/cOA/Oo/M0bs04XzMr5Aecl0+TH5p4</latexit>

~f5

Bias Feature Generation

(Eq. 5)

Estimating Bias (Eq. 6)

Normalized Class Probability Generation

<latexit sha1_base64="7gcFV8V3jfj1/mISIHMg2fM9ZGk=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW5y4xHj00hiFnMKMBPUkAS8eI5oFkiH09PQkTXoWumvUMMYv0Kvi1Zt49We8+iV2loMmPih4vFdFVT03FlyBZX0ZmaXlldW17LqZ29jc2s7vFBoqSiRldRqJSLZcopjgIasDB8FasWQkcAVruoPzsd+8YVLxKLyGYcycgPRC7nNKQEtXqmt380WrbE2AF4k9I8Vq4fXxoXSQq3Xz3x0voknAQqCCKNW2rRiclEjgVLCR2UkUiwkdkB5raxqSgCknnZw6woda8bAfSV0h4In6eyIlgVLDwNWdAYG+mvfG4n9eOwH/1El5GCfAQjpd5CcCQ4THf2OPS0ZBDDUhVHJ9K6Z9IgkFnY7ZAXYHt9yDPrYrNDB1KPZ8BIukcVS2j8uVS7tYPUNTZNEe2kclZKMTVEUXqIbqiKIeekLP6MW4N96Md+Nj2poxZjO76A+Mzx8lkJXp</latexit>

s1
<latexit sha1_base64="9/ASdhVL6klclOVOCpvJFJJwEt4=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjROXGI9eGqOQU5gJQT1JwIvHiGaBZAg9PT1Jk56F7ho1jPEL9Kp49SZe/Rmvfomd5aCJDwoe71VRVc+NBVdgWV/G0vLK6tp6ZsPMbm5t7+R28w0VJZKyOo1EJFsuUUzwkNWBg2CtWDISuII13cH52G/eMKl4FF7DMGZOQHoh9zkloKUr1S13cwWrZE2AF4k9I4Vq/vXxoXiYrXVz3x0voknAQqCCKNW2rRiclEjgVLCR2UkUiwkdkB5raxqSgCknnZw6wkda8bAfSV0h4In6eyIlgVLDwNWdAYG+mvfG4n9eOwH/1El5GCfAQjpd5CcCQ4THf2OPS0ZBDDUhVHJ9K6Z9IgkFnY7ZAXYHt9yDPrYrNDB1KPZ8BIukUS7Zx6XKpV2onqEpMmgfHaAistEJqqILVEN1RFEPPaFn9GLcG2/Gu/ExbV0yZjN76A+Mzx8nJJXq</latexit>

s2
<latexit sha1_base64="waXGo3HexEIlsR+xXEAFLhja3cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjROXGI9eGqOQU5jRoJ4k4MVjRLNAMoSenp6kSc9Cd40axvgFelW8ehOv/oxXv8TOctDEBwWP96qoqufGgiuwrC9jYXFpeWU1s2Zm1zc2t3Lb+bqKEklZjUYikk2XKCZ4yGrAQbBmLBkJXMEabv985DdumFQ8Cq9hEDMnIN2Q+5wS0NKV6hx1cgWrZI2B54k9JYVK/vXxobifrXZy320voknAQqCCKNWyrRiclEjgVLCh2U4Uiwntky5raRqSgCknHZ86xAda8bAfSV0h4LH6eyIlgVKDwNWdAYGemvVG4n9eKwH/1El5GCfAQjpZ5CcCQ4RHf2OPS0ZBDDQhVHJ9K6Y9IgkFnY7ZBnYHt9yDHrbLNDB1KPZsBPOkfliyj0vlS7tQOUMTZNAu2kNFZKMTVEEXqIpqiKIuekLP6MW4N96Md+Nj0rpgTGd20B8Ynz8ouJXr</latexit>

s3
<latexit sha1_base64="EgQLLvuon64orDcwHdLUEGfzOz0=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW5y4xHj00hiFnMKMBPUkAS8eI5oFkiH09PQkTXoWumvUMMYv0Kvi1Zt49We8+iV2loMmPih4vFdFVT03FlyBZX0ZmaXlldW17LqZ29jc2s7vFBoqSiRldRqJSLZcopjgIasDB8FasWQkcAVruoPzsd+8YVLxKLyGYcycgPRC7nNKQEtXqlvp5otW2ZoALxJ7RorVwuvjQ+kgV+vmvzteRJOAhUAFUaptWzE4KZHAqWAjs5MoFhM6ID3W1jQkAVNOOjl1hA+14mE/krpCwBP190RKAqWGgas7AwJ9Ne+Nxf+8dgL+qZPyME6AhXS6yE8EhgiP/8Yel4yCGGpCqOT6Vkz7RBIKOh2zA+wObrkHfWxXaGDqUOz5CBZJ46hsH5crl3axeoamyKI9tI9KyEYnqIouUA3VEUU99ISe0Ytxb7wZ78bHtDVjzGZ20R8Ynz8qTJXs</latexit>

s4
<latexit sha1_base64="IpiAI02yRFhGhG/pIv53tMlKVrc=">AAAB+nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjROXGI9eGqOQU5iRuJwk4MVjRLNAMoSenp6kSc9Cd40axvgFelW8ehOv/oxXv8TOctDEBwWP96qoqufGgiuwrC9jYXFpeWU1s2Zm1zc2t3Lb+bqKEklZjUYikk2XKCZ4yGrAQbBmLBkJXMEabv985DdumFQ8Cq9hEDMnIN2Q+5wS0NKV6hx1cgWrZI2B54k9JYVK/vXxobifrXZy320voknAQqCCKNWyrRiclEjgVLCh2U4Uiwntky5raRqSgCknHZ86xAda8bAfSV0h4LH6eyIlgVKDwNWdAYGemvVG4n9eKwH/1El5GCfAQjpZ5CcCQ4RHf2OPS0ZBDDQhVHJ9K6Y9IgkFnY7ZBnYHt9yDHrbLNDB1KPZsBPOkfliyj0vlS7tQOUMTZNAu2kNFZKMTVEEXqIpqiKIuekLP6MW4N96Md+Nj0rpgTGd20B8Ynz8r4JXt</latexit>

s5

Calibrating Class Scores

<latexit sha1_base64="5J1jsb4s1c3ps+J643wguS7JLfY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KMgg0H0FHYkqCcJePGYgHlAsobZ2dlkyOyDmV5jWHLwFzxq7t7Eq5/i1S9xN8lBEwsaiqpuurucSAoNlvVlLC2vrK6t5zbMza3tnd383n5dh7FivMZCGaqmQzWXIuA1ECB5M1Kc+o7kDad/k/mNB660CIM7GEbc9mk3EJ5gFFKpGXXIfXI6Mjv5glW0JsCLhMxIoXzkjAcv/Wqlk/9uuyGLfR4Ak1TrFrEisBOqQDDJR2Y71jyirE+7vJXSgPpc28nk3hE+SRUXe6FKKwA8UX9PJNTXeug7aadPoafnvUz8z2vF4F3ZiQiiGHjApou8WGIIcfY8doXiDOQwJZQpkd6KWY8qyiCNyGwDf4SBcKGHSYn5WShkPoJFUj8vkotiqUoK5Ws0RQ4domN0hgi6RGV0iyqohhiS6Bm9orHxZLwZ78bHtHXJmM0coD8wPn8AgHKYfA==</latexit>

p
0

1
<latexit sha1_base64="+eBJ99BkLPyC58W/qcCPy5if9qA=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJyNr7i+oh4FGQyip7AbgnqSgBePCZgHJGuYnZ0kQ2YfzPQaw5KDv+BRc/cmXv0Ur36Js0kOmljQUFR1093lRoIrsKwvI7Oyura+kd00t7Z3dvdy+wd1FcaSshoNRSibLlFM8IDVgINgzUgy4ruCNdzBTeo3HphUPAzuYBQxxye9gHc5JaClZtQp3idnY7OTy1sFawq8TOw5yZeP3cnwZVCtdHLfbS+ksc8CoIIo1bKtCJyESOBUsLHZjhWLCB2QHmtpGhCfKSeZ3jvGp1rxcDeUugLAU/X3REJ8pUa+qzt9An216KXif14rhu6Vk/AgioEFdLaoGwsMIU6fxx6XjIIYaUKo5PpWTPtEEgo6IrMN7BGG3IM+tkvUT0OxFyNYJvViwb4olKp2vnyNZsiiI3SCzpGNLlEZ3aIKqiGKBHpGr2hiPBlvxrvxMWvNGPOZQ/QHxucPgguYfQ==</latexit>

p
0

2
<latexit sha1_base64="Yh0iR/wMKUNCweKAby5rgC4905c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+CDAbRU9jVoJ4k4MVjAuYByRpmZ2eTIbMPZnqNYcnBX/CouXsTr36KV7/E2SQHTSxoKKq66e5yIsEVmOaXkVlaXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3t1FcaSshoNRSibDlFM8IDVgINgzUgy4juCNZz+Teo3HphUPAzuYBgx2yfdgHucEtBSM+qc3ycno1wnXzCL5gR4kVgzUigfOuPBS79a6eS/225IY58FQAVRqmWZEdgJkcCpYKNcO1YsIrRPuqylaUB8puxkcu8IH2vFxV4odQWAJ+rviYT4Sg19R3f6BHpq3kvF/7xWDN6VnfAgioEFdLrIiwWGEKfPY5dLRkEMNSFUcn0rpj0iCQUdUa4N7BEG3IUetkrUT0Ox5iNYJPWzonVRLFWtQvkaTZFFB+gInSILXaIyukUVVEMUCfSMXtHYeDLejHfjY9qaMWYz++gPjM8fg6SYfg==</latexit>

p
0

3
<latexit sha1_base64="5F+pcrm7klPDq70lQyKwhrKfv/M=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KMgg0H0FHYlqCcJePGYgHlAsobZ2dlkyOyDmV5jWHLwFzxq7t7Eq5/i1S9xNslBEwsaiqpuurvcWHAFlvVlLC2vrK6t5zbMza3tnd383n5dRYmkrEYjEcmmSxQTPGQ14CBYM5aMBK5gDbd/k/mNByYVj8I7GMbMCUg35D6nBLTUjDul+/R0ZHbyBatoTYAXiT0jhfKROx689KuVTv677UU0CVgIVBClWrYVg5MSCZwKNjLbiWIxoX3SZS1NQxIw5aSTe0f4RCse9iOpKwQ8UX9PpCRQahi4ujMg0FPzXib+57US8K+clIdxAiyk00V+IjBEOHsee1wyCmKoCaGS61sx7RFJKOiIzDawRxhwD3rYLtEgC8Wej2CR1M+L9kWxVLUL5Ws0RQ4domN0hmx0icroFlVQDVEk0DN6RWPjyXgz3o2PaeuSMZs5QH9gfP4AhT2Yfw==</latexit>

p
0

4
<latexit sha1_base64="53ZhoiUm7mQc8kz2zehseC3ku/U=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgjUH0FGYkLicJePGYgFkgGUNPT0/SpGehu8YYhhz8BY+auzfx6qd49UvsSXLQxAcFj/eqqKrnRIIrMM0vI7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/fqKowlZTUailA2HaKY4AGrAQfBmpFkxHcEazj9m9RvPDCpeBjcwTBitk+6Afc4JaClZtQ5v09ORrlOvmAWzQnwIrFmpFA+dMaDl3610sl/t92Qxj4LgAqiVMsyI7ATIoFTwUa5dqxYRGifdFlL04D4TNnJ5N4RPtaKi71Q6goAT9TfEwnxlRr6ju70CfTUvJeK/3mtGLwrO+FBFAML6HSRFwsMIU6fxy6XjIIYakKo5PpWTHtEEgo6olwb2CMMuAs9bJWon4ZizUewSOpnReuiWKpahfI1miKLDtAROkUWukRldIsqqIYoEugZvaKx8WS8Ge/Gx7Q1Y8xm9tEfGJ8/htaYgA==</latexit>

p
0

5

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4gI6l7xkwq93LzJKSDxMikzro0=">AAACCXicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7WwsBkMglXYlaAWIgEbywgmEbJhmZ09MYOzF2bOqmHJE/gKttqLjdj6FLaCbZ7ByaXw9sPAx/+fwxz+IJVCo+O8W1PTM7Nz84WF4uLS8sqqvbbe0EmmONR5IhN1ETANUsRQR4ESLlIFLAokNIOrk2HevAalRRKfYy+FdsQuY9ERnKGxfNv2bkQIKGQIedr33aJvl5yyMxL9C+4EStXNwWD16Pmz5tsfXpjwLIIYuWRat1wnxXbOFAouoV/0Mg0p41fsEloGYxaBbuejy/t0xzgh7STKvBjpyP2+kbNI614UmMmIYVf/zobmf1krw85hOxdxmiHEfPxRJ5MUEzqsgYZCAUfZM8C4EuZWyrtMMY6mrKKHcIumGOxSt8KjYSnu7wr+QmOv7O6XK2duqXpMxiqQLbJNdolLDkiVnJIaqRNOrsk9eSCP1p31ZL1Yr+PRKWuys0F+yHr7AjmrnXw=</latexit>

ep1
<latexit sha1_base64="7ma281cTVhuuq+cH87gw1d0NWVw=">AAACCXicbZC9SgNBFIVn/Tf+rVpY2AwGwSrshqAWIgEbSwUThWwIs7N3kyGzP8zcVcOSJ/AVbLUXG7H1KWwF2zyDk8RCowcGPs65l7kcP5VCo+O8W1PTM7Nz8wuLhaXlldU1e32jrpNMcajxRCbqymcapIihhgIlXKUKWORLuPS7J8P88hqUFkl8gb0UmhFrxyIUnKGxWrbt3YgAUMgA8rTfKhdadtEpOSPRv+B+Q7G6NRisHT1/nrXsDy9IeBZBjFwyrRuuk2IzZwoFl9AveJmGlPEua0PDYMwi0M18dHmf7honoGGizIuRjtyfGzmLtO5FvpmMGHb0ZDY0/8saGYaHzVzEaYYQ8/FHYSYpJnRYAw2EAo6yZ4BxJcytlHeYYhxNWQUP4RZNMdihboVHw1LcyQr+Qr1ccvdLlXO3WD0mYy2QbbJD9ohLDkiVnJIzUiOcXJN78kAerTvryXqxXsejU9b3zib5JevtCztAnX0=</latexit>

ep2
<latexit sha1_base64="tyJQylYg0KZX/h9ZxyXt0L2uxsA=">AAACCXicbZC9SgNBFIVn/Tf+ZNXCwmYwCFZhV4NaiARsLCMYFZJlmZ29MYOzP8zcVcOSJ/AVbLUXG7H1KWwF2zyDk8RCEw8MfJxzL3M5QSqFRsf5sCYmp6ZnZufmCwuLS8tFe2X1XCeZ4lDniUzUZcA0SBFDHQVKuEwVsCiQcBFcH/fzixtQWiTxGXZS8CJ2FYuW4AyN5dt281aEgEKGkKddf7fg2yWn7AxEx8H9gVJ1vdcrHr581Xz7sxkmPIsgRi6Z1g3XSdHLmULBJXQLzUxDyvg1u4KGwZhFoL18cHmXbhknpK1EmRcjHbi/N3IWad2JAjMZMWzr0axv/pc1MmwdeLmI0wwh5sOPWpmkmNB+DTQUCjjKjgHGlTC3Ut5minE0ZRWaCHdoisE2dSs86pfijlYwDuc7ZXevXDl1S9UjMtQc2SCbZJu4ZJ9UyQmpkTrh5IY8kEfyZN1bz9ar9TYcnbB+dtbIH1nv3zzVnX4=</latexit>

ep3
<latexit sha1_base64="xHJBt5tehWgV1t8zSEdIF9t+t1k=">AAACCHicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4SdTCwmYwCFZhV4JaiARsLCOYCyQhzM6eJENmL8ycVcOSF/AVbLUXLMTWt7AVbPMMTi6FJv4w8PH/5zCH342k0Gjbn9bC4tLyympqLb2+sbmVyW7vVHQYKw5lHspQ1VymQYoAyihQQi1SwHxXQtXtXY7y6i0oLcLgBvsRNH3WCURbcIbGamUzjTvhAQrpQRINWoVWNmfn7bHoPDhTyBX3hsPM+et3qZX9anghj30IkEumdd2xI2wmTKHgEgbpRqwhYrzHOlA3GDAfdDMZHz6gh8bxaDtU5gVIx+7vjYT5Wvd910z6DLt6NhuZ/2X1GNtnzUQEUYwQ8MlH7VhSDOmoBeoJBRxl3wDjSphbKe8yxTiartINhHs0vWCXOgXup00pzmwF81A5zjsn+cK1kytekIlSZJ8ckCPikFNSJFekRMqEk5g8kifybD1YL9ab9T4ZXbCmO7vkj6yPHwNhnWs=</latexit>

ep4
<latexit sha1_base64="XK47z/4rba5A2wMHHIZn4owVI+Q=">AAACCHicbZC7SgNBFIZn4z1eErWwsBkMglXYlXgpRAI2lgomCklYZmfPJkNmL8ycVcOSF/AVbLUXLMTWt7AVbPMMThILjf4w8PH/5zCH30uk0Gjb71Zuanpmdm5+Ib+4tLxSKK6u1XWcKg41HstYXXlMgxQR1FCghKtEAQs9CZde92SYX16D0iKOLrCXQCtk7UgEgjM0llssNG+EDyikD1nSd/fcYsku2yPRv+B8Q6m6MRgUjp4/z9ziR9OPeRpChFwyrRuOnWArYwoFl9DPN1MNCeNd1oaGwYiFoFvZ6PA+3TaOT4NYmRchHbk/NzIWat0LPTMZMuzoyWxo/pc1UgwOW5mIkhQh4uOPglRSjOmwBeoLBRxlzwDjSphbKe8wxTiarvJNhFs0vWCHOhUe5k0pzmQFf6G+W3b2y5Vzp1Q9JmPNk02yRXaIQw5IlZySM1IjnKTknjyQR+vOerJerNfxaM763lknv2S9fQEE9Z1s</latexit>

ep5

<latexit sha1_base64="hPxlS9Pza4WDni33M7nKRc/Nryo=">AAACEnicbVDJSgNBEO1xd9yinsRLYxA8hRkV9aQBLx4jmAUyIfT0VJImPQvdNWoYgj/hL3jVuzfJ1R/w6pfYk+Tg9qDg8V4VVfX8RAqNjvNhzczOzS8sLi3bK6tr6xuFza2ajlPFocpjGauGzzRIEUEVBUpoJApY6Euo+/3L3K/fgtIijm5wkEArZN1IdARnaKR2Yce7EwGgkAFkXsiwx5nMKsOhbbcLRafkjEH/EndKihejozEq7cKnF8Q8DSFCLpnWTddJsJUxhYJLGNpeqiFhvM+60DQ0YiHoVjZ+YUj3jRLQTqxMRUjH6veJjIVaD0LfdOZX6t9eLv7nNVPsnLUyESUpQsQnizqppBjTPA8aCAUc5cAQxpUwt1LeY4pxNKnZHsI9moSwR91jHuahuL8j+EtqhyX3pHR87RbL52SCJbJL9sgBcckpKZMrUiFVwskDeSLP5MV6tF6tN2s0aZ2xpjPb5Aes9y/CLp98</latexit>
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Figure 4: Illustration of calibration adapter. In this case, SST5 serves as the downstream target task.

4.2.3 Calibrating Class Scores. The class probabilities that are the
input to CA are first subtracted by the corresponding bias estima-
tions and then normalized to get the calibrated class scores:

𝑝
′

𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖

𝑝𝑖 =
exp(𝑝

′

𝑖 /𝜏 )∑
𝑗 exp(𝑝

′

𝑗
/𝜏 )

(7)

where a small temperature controler 𝜏 and a Softmax function

are employed to prevent overfitting; 𝑝𝑖 is the calibrated class score

associated with the class 𝑦𝑖 .

4.3 Self-guided Training Strategy
Inspired by CC [39] and considering the content-free nature of the
probing samples, each probing sample should be scored equally
over the target class set 𝑌 in an ideal non-biased situation. As a con-
sequence, we propose a self-guided training strategy to carry out a
distribution-level optimization that aims to make the class scores
for probing samples uniform. Since the impact of calibration dur-
ing training phase should be measured at the distribution level, we
choose Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence as ametric to assess the sim-

ilarity between the ideal class score distribution U = [ 1𝑛 ,
1
𝑛 , ...,

1
𝑛 ]

and the calibrated class score distribution P̃ = [𝑝1, 𝑝2, ..., 𝑝𝑛] for a
probing sample:

ℓ = JS(U, P̃ ) (8)

where the length of U is 𝑛, and U does not require gradient.
The final training objective L is as follow (𝐾 means the number of
probing samples in a batch):

L =

𝐾∑︁
ℓ (9)

The smaller the loss on the development set of probing samples,

the better the performance of CA is considered to be.

The proposed self-guided training strategy enables us to take

advantage of the probing samples to fine-tune and select only the

proposed model CA, respectively, while keeping the PLM encoder

frozen. Therefore, since without further pre-training or fine-tuning

a PLM, and several tasks can share a common PLM encoder as

backbone, our research provides a lightweight solution to reduce

negative effects of the biases of PLMs.

4.4 Transfer

After being fine-tuned and selected on the training set and the

development set of the probing samples (as the source domain)

respectively, CA is directly transfered to calibrate the output proba-

bilities of GPTs on a downstream target task (as the target domain)

without further fine-tuning. CA classifies a test sample into the

class with the highest calibrated class score:

argmax
𝑖

𝑝𝑖 (10)

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Probing Samples for Training

Reconsidering the construction of probing samples described in

Section 3, the remaining questions are: (1) What should be the sam-

pling probability associated with each token id? (2) What should be

the length of a token ID sequence? (3) How many probing samples

should be constructed?

5.1.1 What should be the sampling probability associated with each

token id? In this paper, we focus on improving the zero-shot perfor-

mance of downstream target tasks; wherein neither do we know the

data distributions of the downstream target tasks, nor can we make

any assumptions about the data distributions of the downstream

target tasks. Therefore, we simply sample a token ID according to

a uniform distribution over all token IDs.

5.1.2 What should be the length of a token ID sequence? To better

understand the effect of probing samples decoded from token ID

sequences of different lengths in stimulating the biases of GPTs, we

conduct a pilot study with the prompt used by SST2 dataset [28].

In this case, we set the lengths of token ID sequences to 1, 5, 10, 15,

20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 respectively, and with each length, we

randomly generate 100 token ID sequences; each randomly gener-

ated token ID sequence is decoded into a token sequence, where

the decoded token sequences are regarded as probing samples used

here. The probing samples share the same prompt template (shown

in Table 1) with SST2 dataset. Fig. 5(a) shows the results, and we

can summarize the following conclusions: (1) When the length of
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Figure 5: Preliminary study of probing samples for training.

the token ID sequences is relatively small, such as less than 30,

the biases stimulated by probing samples decoded from token ID

sequences of different lengths are quite different. Specifically, as

shown in Fig. 5(a), when the length of the token ID sequences is

fixed to 1, there are 78% probing samples that are classified into

the classes Positive by GPT2 (125M), indicating that GPT2 (125M)

shows the bias towards the class Positive; however, when the length

of the token ID sequences is fixed to 10, there are 36% probing sam-

ples that are classified into the classes Positive by GPT2 (125M),

indicating that GPT2 (125M) shows the bias towards the class Neg-

ative. (2) When the length of the token ID sequences exceeds 30,

the biases stimulated by the probing samples decoded from token

ID sequences do not change significantly anymore. Therefore, we

argue that the randomly generated token ID sequences should not

be fixed to have the same length. We propose to set the length of

a randomly generated token ID sequence to a random value that

does not exceed a given upper limit, and on account of zero-shot

settings, we sample an integer according to a uniform distribution

over all positive integers up to the given upper limit as the length

of a token ID sequence. We will discuss the value of the upper limit

next.

5.1.3 How many probing samples should be constructed? In order

to determine the upper limit of the lengths of randomly generated

token ID sequences, and the number of probing samples that should

be constructed, we conduct preliminary experiments on the test

sets of SST2 dataset and SST5 dataset respectively. In this case, we

set the length of a randomly generated token ID sequence to a

random value that does not exceed a given upper limit 𝑢, which is

one of the following values {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. With a upper limit 𝑢,

we randomly generate𝑚 and one-tenth of𝑚 token ID sequences,

which are decoded to constitute the training set and development

set of probing samples respectively;𝑚 is one of the following values

{800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600, 51200}. In zero-shot settings, for

the samples in the test set of a target task (SST2 or SST5), the output

probabilities of GPT2 (1.6B) over the class set of the target task are

calibrated by our model CA, which is fine-tuned and selected on the

training set and development set of the above generated probing

samples respectively; and the probing samples share same prompt

template (shown in Table 1) with the target task. The calibration per-

formance of CA is reported in Fig. 5(b), and we have the following

conclusions: (1) Overall, increasing the number of probing samples

can significantly improve the performance of calibration adapter

(CA). When the number of probing samples exceeds 12800, the per-

formance gain of CA is no longer significant, and the performance

of CA tends to stabilize. (2) CA can achieve the best performance

when the upper limit of the lengths of randomly generated token

ID sequences is set to 30, which can be better understood through

the observations described in the previous subsection, namely that

the biases stimulated by the probing samples decoded from token

ID sequences whose lengths exceed 30 do not change significantly

anymore. Based on the above analysis, for all of the following exper-

iments (unless specified otherwise), we empirically set the upper

limit of the lengths of randomly generated token ID sequences to

30, and set the number of probing samples in the training set and

development set to 12800 and 1280 respectively.

5.2 Experiment Settings

In this paper, we adopt following pre-trained language models

(PLMs): GPT2 [22] and GPT3 [3]. We construct training and de-

velopment sets of probing samples for each task according to the

discussions in Subsection 5.1. GeLU [11] is employed as the acti-

vation function, and the dropout rate 0.2 is used to randomly zero

some of the elements of the input tensor during training phase. We

generally set the value of the temperature controller 𝜏 to 0.1 or 0.01

depending on the target task. The potentially transformation sizes

𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are set to 1024 and 3072 respectively, and the trainable

parameters of each channel of CA are randomly initialized.

5.3 Evaluation Datasets

We conduct a systematic study across 7 popular English datasets:

the 4-way AGNews [38] is a topic classification task, SST-2 [28]

and SST-5 [28] are various granularities of sentiment classification

tasks, the 6-way TREC [32] is a question classification task, the

3-way CB [6] and binary RTE [5] from SuperGLUE [33] are textual

entailment tasks, and BoolQ (BQ) [4] poses yes/no (i.e. Boolean)

questions based on a multi-sentence passage. Table 1 shows the

prompt templates used for each dataset.

5.4 Baselines

LM. LM represents the performance of the employed PLMs with-

out being calibrated, namely as defined in Equation 2.

Avg. Following PMIDC [12], the average strategy (Avg) extends

from Equation 3 and is defined as: argmax
𝑖

1
𝑡𝑖
𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑇 (𝑥)), where 𝑡𝑖

is the number of tokens in the class 𝑦𝑖 .

Unc and PMI𝐷𝐶 . PMIDC [12] proposes to compensate for com-
mon token bias by directly factoring out the probability of each
class:

argmax
𝑖

(log𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑇 (𝑥 ) ) − log𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) ) (11)

where 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 is a domain premise chosen for a specific task. As

shown in Table 1, we employ the same domain premise for each

task as in PMIDC. Unc [12] ignores the premise 𝑥 completely, and

only uses a domain premise: argmax
𝑖

𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛)
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Table 1: The templates used for each task, along with an example instance. For each dataset, we employ the same prompts as in

PMIDC [12]. The domain premises are marked in [·]D, and parts specific to each domain premise are underlined. The correct

candidate answers for each instance are marked in [·]A.

Task Type Dataset Templete

Text
Classification

AGNews title: Touchy Times at Midas\n summary: The auto maintenance company has a simple business but a complicated prognosis.[\n topic:]D[ business]A

SST2 łA smart , sweet and playful romantic comedy .ž[ The quote has a tone that is]D[ positive]A

SST5 łDaring , mesmerizing and exceedingly hard to forget .ž[ The quote has a tone that is]D[ very positive]A

TREC What is the oldest city in the United States ?[ The answer to this question will be]D[ a location.]A

Entailment RTE The girl was found in Drummondville.\n question: Drummondville contains the girl.[ true or false?\n answer:]D[ false]A

CB
question: Given that łA: Your turn. B: Okay. Uh, I don’t think they should abolish it.ž Is łthey should abolish itž true, false, or
neither?\n[ the answer is:]D[ false]A

Boolean QA BoolQ title: The Resident (TV series)\n question: Is the tv show the resident over for the season?[\n answer:]D[ yes]A

Table 2: Performance comparison when using GPT2 and

GPT3 for zero-shot inference. (Acc: %).

PLMs Methods AGNews SST-2 SST-5 CB TREC RTE BQ

GPT2
(125M)

Unc 25.0 49.9 18.1 08.9 22.6 52.7 62.2
LM 57.4 63.6 27.4 48.2 23.0 51.6 58.8
Avg 57.4 63.6 24.4 48.2 14.4 51.6 58.8

PMIDC 63.0 67.1 30.0 50.0 36.4 49.8 51.1
ALC 60.6 66.3 28.8 48.2 38.4 50.9 56.1
CC 55.4 63.4 30.0 10.7 46.0 48.7 38.0
CA 64.6 78.4 39.2 51.8 42.0 54.2 62.2

GPT2
(350M)

Unc 25.0 49.9 17.6 08.9 22.6 47.3 62.2
LM 64.3 80.2 18.5 50.0 28.8 53.1 60.8
Avg 64.3 80.2 27.2 50.0 12.2 53.1 60.8

PMIDC 64.4 86.2 39.3 50.0 21.6 54.9 49.7
ALC 64.4 84.9 27.9 50.0 32.8 54.2 57.6
CC 64.3 84.0 41.3 14.3 43.6 49.8 50.5
CA 69.6 87.3 42.1 57.1 50.8 56.7 62.2

GPT2
(760M)

Unc 25.0 49.9 17.6 08.9 22.6 47.3 62.2
LM 60.7 77.0 20.3 48.2 22.8 53.1 58.0
Avg 60.7 77.0 26.7 48.2 22.6 53.1 58.0

PMIDC 64.1 85.6 22.0 50.0 44.0 54.2 46.7
ALC 63.0 84.2 21.3 50.0 37.2 55.6 52.6
CC 55.5 83.1 42.3 08.9 40.6 53.8 55.2
CA 64.6 86.5 43.0 53.6 43.4 54.9 62.2

GPT2
(1.6B)

Unc 25.0 49.9 17.6 08.9 22.6 47.3 62.2
LM 64.8 84.0 30.4 50.0 22.8 47.7 56.3
Avg 64.8 84.0 29.1 50.0 24.0 47.7 56.3

PMIDC 65.4 87.5 40.8 50.0 32.8 53.4 49.5
ALC 64.9 86.7 35.7 50.0 46.8 50.5 53.6
CC 60.0 82.0 43.2 17.9 37.3 48.5 49.8
CA 67.6 87.9 44.9 58.9 54.2 55.6 62.2

GPT3
(2.7B)

Unc 25.0 49.9 18.1 08.9 13.0 47.3 62.2
LM 69.0 53.7 20.0 51.8 29.4 48.7 58.5
Avg 69.0 53.8 20.4 51.8 19.2 48.7 58.5

PMIDC 67.9 72.3 23.5 57.1 57.2 51.6 53.5
CC 63.2 71.4 34.7 50.0 38.8 49.5 56.9
CA 69.5 79.1 35.8 58.9 59.0 54.5 62.2

GPT3
(175B)

Unc 25.0 49.9 17.6 08.9 22.6 47.3 37.8
LM 75.4 63.6 27.0 48.2 47.2 56.0 62.5
Avg 75.4 63.6 27.3 48.2 25.4 56.0 62.5

PMIDC 74.7 71.4 29.6 50.0 58.4 64.3 64.0
CC 73.9 75.8 31.9 48.2 57.4 57.8 61.0
CA 76.2 71.7 36.1 73.2 59.4 66.1 64.0

ALC. ALC [16] factors out the probability of each answer pro-
portional to the similarity between a premise 𝑥 and a hand-picked
neutral context. As discussed in ALC, the domain premise 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
defined in PMIDC can be employed as a neutral context used here
due to its neutral nature. ALC can be defined as:

argmax
𝑖

(log𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑇 (𝑥 ) ) − 𝑔 (𝑇 (𝑥 ), 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) log𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) ) (12)

where𝑔(𝑇 (𝑥), 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛) is the similarity estimation. FollowingALC,
we consider Total Variation Distance to estimate the similarity:

𝑔 (𝑇 (𝑥 ), 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) = 1 − 0.5 × ∥𝑝𝑣 (𝑇 (𝑥 ) ) − 𝑝𝑣 (𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) ∥1 (13)

𝑝𝑣 indicates the probability vector output by the employed PLM

across the vocabulary for the first token given the corresponding

context. Limited by the API provided by OpenAI 6, and following

the paper [16], ALC is only used to calibrate the outputs of GPT2.

CC. CC [39] computes an affine transform for each content-

free input to make the class scores uniform respectively, and then

averages the parameters of these learned affine transforms to attain

a final affine transform, which is transfered to correct the output

probabilities of GPTs on a downstream target task. Following CC,

three content-free samples are employed here, namelyN/A, [MASK]

and the empty string.

5.5 Key Results and Analyses

Zero-shot results for GPT2 and GPT3 are reported in Table 2. There

are several observations drawn from the results.

First, the overall comparison indicate that our model CA can

consistently achieve SOTA performance (38 out of 42) while remain-

ing lightweight (e.g. 6.3M and 15.8M tunable adapter parameters

for SST2 task and SST5 task respectively); the calibration ability

acquired by CA on the probing samples can be successfully trans-

fered to calibrate the output probabilities of GPTs on a downstream

target task, which contributes to reducing negative effects of the

biases of GPTs and boosting zero-shot performance.

Second, our model CA adapts smoothly to GPTs of different

sizes, where some improvement is pretty significant; for instance,

when using GPT3 (175B) for zero-shot inference, CA improves the

accuracy on the CB dataset from 50.0% to 73.2%. Even when the

baseline models perform well, the improvement is still decent.

Third, let’s focus on the worst-case performance of each prime

model. Except for CA, calibration performed by all other models can

sometimes cause a negative impact on the zero-shot performance

of GPTs. For instance, CC causes the accuracy on CB to drop from

50% to 17.9% when using GPT2 (1.6B) for inference, and PMIDC and

ALC causes the accuracy on BQ to drop from 60.8% to 49.7% and

57.6% respectively when using GPT2 (350M) for inference. For GPTs

of various sizes, not only does CA cause no negative impacts, but its

6beta.openai.com/docs/api-reference/completions/create
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Table 3: The mean and standard deviation for 5 randomly

sampled sets of 2 examples used for few-shot inference. SST2

dataset is employed here. Avg is excluded, as it is equivalent

to LM due to using single-token answers. (Acc: %).

PLMs Unc LM PMIDC ALC CC CA

GPT2 (125M) 49.9±0.0 60.7±9.9 61.8±10.4 61.5±10.3 61.1±5.0 75.4±3.6
GPT2 (350M) 49.9±0.0 74.1±13.6 77.8±12.3 77.1±12.8 82.1±4.6 88.3±1.5
GPT2 (760M) 49.9±0.0 74.8±12.0 73.9±13.1 74.6±13.2 77.4±8.9 88.2±1.4
GPT2 (1.6B) 49.9±0.0 71.6±9.4 70.5±11.0 70.9±10.2 68.2±8.5 82.6±3.2
GPT3 (2.7B) 49.9±0.0 58.1±7.9 69.1±13.0 - 78.4±2.2 81.6±3.0
GPT3 (175B) 49.9±0.0 79.1±10.0 64.9±10.1 - 78.1±13.6 86.7±5.4

calibration performance is extremely competitive even when sub-

optimal. We argue that the special content-free samples employed

by CC and the neutral domain premises employed by PMIDC and

ALC are both selected manually, which introduces large sampling

errors, limiting the transferability of CC, PMIDC and ALC respec-

tively. Our model CA learns calibration knowledge from a large

number of probing samples, and the delicate model design along

with the proposed self-guided training strategy makes CA highly

transferable and consistently superior.

To summarize, the results in this experiment not only confirm

that it is reasonable to take advantage of the class scores for probing

samples to reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream

target task, but also fully illustrate that our model CA is able to con-

sume the probing data effectively and achieve superior calibration

ability and transferability.

5.6 Few-shot

While this paper is focus on zero-shot settings, CA is just as appli-

cable to few-shot scenarios. Table 3 reports the mean and standard

deviation of 5 randomly sampled sets of 2 examples that are used

by each model for SST2 task. The overall trend clearly favors CA.

5.7 Generalization

In this subsection, we investigate the generalization ability of differ-

ent calibration models on unseen probing samples. In this case, ac-

cording to the construction strategy discussed in Subsection 5.1, we

construct 1280 probing samples, which constitute the test set used

here. The classes of SST5 dataset are taken as the target classes, and

SST5 shares the same prompt template with the probing samples

used here. For each probing sample, Jensen-Shannon (JS) diver-

gence serves as a metric to assess the similarity between the ideal

class score distribution and the actual class score distribution (with

or without being calibrated). The results reported in Fig. 6 show

that CA has better generalization ability on probing samples, which

reflects that CA can consume the probing data more effectively.

5.8 Ablation Study

We finally conduct two ablations on CA. Firstly, we further analyze

how effective CA is at utilizing probing data. To do so, we compare

the accuracy of CA and CC when consuming the same number of

content-free probing samples. We evaluate this ablation on SST2

and SST5, and use GPT2 (1.6B) for zero-shot inference. We find that

CA can effectively acquire calibration knowledge as the number of

consumed probing samples increases, but CC cannot (Fig. 7(a)).
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Figure 6: Illustration of the distributions of similarities be-

tween the ideal class score distributions and corresponding

actual class score distributions predicted by GPT2 and cali-

brated by different models on a test set of probing samples.
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Figure 7: Illustration for ablation studies.

Wealso study how the capacity of CA affects accuracy. In Fig. 7(b),

we use GPT2 (1.6B) for zero-shot inference, and show the accuracy

for SST5 for different capacity of CA, which depends on 𝑑1 and 𝑑2
in Equation 6. Overall, increasing the capacity of CA can effectively

improve the performance of CA; when the capacity of CA exceeds

a certain limit (such as 𝑑1 exceeds 1024 and 𝑑2 exceeds 3072), the

performance gain is no longer significant. Therefore, we empirically

set 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 to 1024 and 3072 respectively.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first construct probing samples with the randomly

generated token sequences, and we pursue an in-depth research

on the plausibility of utilizing class scores for the probing sam-

ples to reflect and estimate the biases of GPTs on a downstream

target task. We propose a lightweight model Calibration Adapter

(CA) along with a self-guided training strategy that carries out

distribution-level optimization, which enables us to take advantage

of the probing samples to fine-tune and select only the proposed

CA, respectively, while keeping the PLM encoder frozen. Extensive

experiments and analytical studies are conducted to demonstrate

the rationality and superiority of our research.
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